Dadi’s Class – 14/04/08 – Shantivan
When we say Good Morning to Baba, there is a difference when you say it in the gathering and
when you are at your centres.
Realisation in hindi means “maysoos”. Initially when courses were given, it was said, that self
realization is needed if you want to see transformation. One needs power in order to have
realization. Transformation will happen later, but first when there is realization, there is the
feeling that these are my defects and weaknesses. When I get lost in thinking about other
people’s weaknesses, I do not see my own. When you first became a BK, gross vices were
renounced. Even “my” consciousness had gone, but the ego of “I” still remained. “I”
consciousness has filtered into my thoughts, words, sanskars and nature. Until Baba is not
brought in front of the self, there will not be the realization of what is in me. It is okay if you
cannot connect your intellect with the One above but at least stay in front of Bapdada and draw
love from Him.
In Service, there will be success because it is Baba who has taught us. Whatever Baba says, that
is what I need to do and show others. If someone else’s weakness comes in front of me, I will
not be able to give good wishes and feelings. May it be companions in service who have defects,
but at least they say “Baba” from their heart. Maya has made me false, let me make the effort for
not even a trace of falsehood to remain. Baba has made us from iron to gold the least I can do is
make the self truthful.
There is benefit in the Drama, God is beneficial and so be cautious as to what you listen to and
what you relate to others. Pay attention to the vision you hold. It is through Baba’s drishti that I
have taken birth and so always keep the vision that Baba has for you.
Elevated thoughts bring power to the soul. Defects and weaknesses need to go now. It is the
time for them to be removed. Why do you wait for 6 months, even whilst sitting here you can do
this work. The One who is creating me is helping me remove them.
In the Gita it is said God loves those souls who are knowledgeful. A knowledgeful soul is one
who stays in remembrance , who stays content and who does not speak gyan necessarily but
makes those around them happy. Mama and Dadiji both were dearly loved. Why? This is
because they were naturally content and due to the quality of their vision.
Baba keeps pulling our attention to grinding our own ingredients. The one who stands up first is
Arjuna. Go deep inside the self and see who you really are and your intoxication will rise. If
you have not kept the aim to do this, then your intoxication will not rise. Just as there is
happiness in doing service similarly there should be happiness in making effort for the self. Ego
should not remain. Baba and the family both need proof of this.
Churning knowledge is easy but to know Baba as He is and to make Him your Friend and
Companion like Dadiji is different. Even whilst Dadiji is in a baby’s body, she still is connected
to Him. It is not that she has a baby intellect, but her sanskars are working through the body.
Therefore check, what sort of sanskars have I got in the soul? Am I making effort in creating
Godly and Golden Aged sanskars? Study the murli repeatedly and make it work for you. Baba’s
words should touch the heart.
Om Shanti

